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ABSTRACT
Service acceptability rate and user satisfaction are becoming key
factors to avoid client churn and secure the success of any So�ware
as a Service (SaaS) provider. Nevertheless, the provider must also
minimize the cost it pays to rent resources from the cloud. To ad-
dress these contradicting concerns, most of existing works carry out
resource management unilaterally by the provider. Consequently,
end-user preferences and her subjective acceptability of the service
are mostly ignored. In order to assess user satisfaction and service
acceptability, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) used to be the most pop-
ular metric. However, recent studies in the domain of �ality of
Experience (QoE) recommend providers to use be�er metrics such
as quantiles to gauge user service acceptability more precisely. In
this article we propose an adaptive one-to-many negotiation mech-
anism to improve the service acceptability of an open SaaS provider.
Based on quantile estimation of service acceptability rate and a
learned model of the user negotiation strategy, this mechanism
adjusts the provider negotiation process in order to guarantee the
desired service acceptability rate while meeting the budget limits
of the provider. �e proposed mechanism is implemented and its
results are examined and analyzed in light of comparable results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Client churn is one of the most negative indicators e�ecting any
online SaaS provider. A recent study of customer dynamics by
Accenture showed that the majority of consumers in USA switched
their service provider because it fails to meet their expectation
and that about 81% of these customers said that the company could
have done something di�erently to prevent them from switching [1].
Yet, user satisfaction and client churn are not the only challenges
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providers need to overcome in order to remain in the business, the
popularity of multimedia-rich applications are expected to rise sign-
�ciantly [14]. �erefore, tomorrow’s market is shaped by intensive
but �uctuating demand and high user expectations. In order to
cope with this rapid evolution, Application Service Providers (ASP)
are increasingly migrating to the cloud to manage their resources
in elastic manner and thereby minimizing their operational costs.

�us, the ASP or the SaaS provider has to balance two concerns:
minimizing client churn while meeting its budget constraints. In
the context of cloud computing this issue is known as elasticity
management or auto-scaling [7, 26] and it has received considerable
a�ention in the recent years. However, most of the works tack-
ling this issue adopt a centralized approach where the ASP takes
the resource decision unilaterally [7, 26]. Consequently, the end-
user preferences are mostly overlooked and it is o�en presumed
that their acceptability threshold tolerates the best-e�ort service
proposed by the provider.

Multi-agent systems have been outlined as a platform to account
for the end-user satisfaction [25, 27] and achieve essential tasks
such as resource allocation and coordination in this multi-partite
ecosystem [42]. One-to-many multi-agent negotiation provides a
potential platform to involve the end-user into the elasticity man-
agement process. Nevertheless, in contrast to the case of a SaaS
provider, where the goal is to maximize the acceptability rate by
reaching as much agreements as possible, the majority of existing
works in the literature addresses a scenario where the seller seeks
to �nd one atomic agreement reached with one of the concurrent
buyers. Furthermore, most of these works assume a closed set of
participants in which the users are assumed to be known in advance
before the outset of the negotiation process. �is assumption does
not hold in today’s online and cloud ecosystem where hundreds of
users may enter the negotiation process every minute.

In this article we develop novel adaptive and open multi-issue
negotiation and coordination mechanisms allowing the provider
to achieve a targeted service acceptability rate while satisfying its
budget constraints. Users can decide whether to accept or reject the
proposed service depending on their expectations and subjective
estimation of the service quality [25]. Based on its measurements of
the portion of users �nding the service unacceptable, the provider
adjusts its negotiation strategy in order to restore the acceptability
rate to its prede�ned goals. �us, using the proposed mechanism,
the SaaS provider can (i) accommodate the dynamic and open
nature of the cloud ecosystem where users may enter the system,
negotiate, and leave at will (ii) integrate the user preferences into
the decision process to reach mutually-accepted agreements hereby
ensuring a precise prede�ned acceptability rate and meeting its
business objectives.
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�e proposed negotiation and coordination mechanisms are de-
velopped in the EMan architecture[24].

�e rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 o�ers
a background on service acceptability and �ality of Experience
(QoE) then shows how one-to-many negotiation can provide a
potential solution allowing the provider to satisfy its business goals
and integrate the user into the decision process. Section 3 reviews
the EMan architecture, its agents, its negotiation and coordination
protocols. Section 4 details the adaptive negotiation strategy and
the proposed opponent learning and modeling approach. Section 5
details the evaluation process and discusses the results. Section 6,
discusses the related works. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper
and points out future research perspectives.

2 MOTIVATION
Service acceptability and client churn are tightly related to the
user’s subjective perception of the service quality [11, 18] or the
�ality of Experience [23]. In Section 2.1 we discuss the shortcom-
ings of existing user satisfaction estimation metrics and review the
latest research in the domain of QoE where recent works propose
be�er metrics to gauge service acceptability rate [11, 12]. �en,
Section 2.2 discusses one-to-many negotiations and their potential
in cloud elasticity management process.

2.1 QoE and Service Acceptability
�ality of Experience (QoE) or the service quality as perceived by
the user is known to be a key determinant of the user’s decision to
accept or reject a service [11, 23].

Although most of studies dealing with QoE are carried out on
the conceptual front (because the �eld is in its early stages of devel-
opment), QoE is targeted to provide a practical measure allowing
to quantify user satisfaction and acceptance of the service [45]. In
particular, QoE-management emerged as a process aiming at max-
imizing QoE while optimizing the used resources [37]. However,
most of existing works su�er from the following two important
limitations.

First, QoE-management literature largely relies on the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) to assess satisfaction and service acceptability
[40] and it has been used both for Next Generation Networks (NGN)
applications and cloud computing. However, since it is an average
of users’ opinions, MOS hides important information about user
diversity and their personal preferences [10]. Yet, this di�erence
in opinions can have signi�cant impact for the provider. For this
reason, other measures have been proposed to allow the provider
to understand the end-user satisfaction and estimate client churn
[11]. For instance, quantiles and percentiles have been proposed
as a measurement tool allowing the provider to ascertain that, say,
95% of its users �nd the service to be acceptable or be�er [11, 12].

Second, in the majority of these works (both in NGN and Cloud
Computing), QoE-Management remains a unilateral process achieved
by the provider [37] without integrating the end-user preferences
into the loop. Even when monitoring agent are distributed across
the network, the decision making process is undertaken by the
provider (e.g. [17]). �erefore, despite the declared goal of estab-
lishing a subjective and user-centric estimation of service quality,
existing works are predominantly provider-centric.

2.2 Multi-Agent One-to-many Negotiation for
Elasticity Management

Elasticity and cloud resource management have received consid-
erable a�ention since the emergence of cloud computing. Several
works in the literature have formulated elasticity management as a
constraint satisfaction problem whose goal is to maximize a global
utility function de�ned by the provider while meeting the budget
constraints [5]. However, these problems are inherently NP-hard.
Moreover, they presuppose that the user requests and the workload
applied to the system are known in advance. Consequently, several
heuristic policies have been proposed to overcome these limitations
(c.f. [5] and the references therein). Nevertheless, in most of these
works the end-user preferences and their subjective service accept-
ability are either overlooked or assumed to be known in advance
by the provider. Hence, the elasticity management process is done
unilaterally by the provider.

By de�nition, an agent is usually self-interested and is bound
to an individual perspective [47]. �is makes agents potential
candidates to represent the subjectivity of users’ opinions and ac-
ceptance of a given service [27]. Furthermore, the principles of
negotiation behavior discussed in [30] provide a useful tool to rep-
resent end-user expectations. �e la�er are a key determinants of
user satisfaction and service acceptability [35, 48] (for more about
this discussion please refer to [25]). In addition, multi-agent sys-
tems provide a distributed platform capable to undertake tasks that
require cooperation such as resources management [42].

One-to-many negotiation is a sub-type of multi-agent negotia-
tion [19] where one agent (e.g. a seller) negotiates simultaneously
with multiple agents (e.g. potential buyers). In multi-agent negoti-
ation literature, several approaches have been proposed to tackle
this type of negotiation. Even though they address di�erent ap-
plications, the majority of these solutions (e.g. [2, 20, 31]) share
a common architectural blueprint. Yet, the negotiation and coor-
dination strategies used in each solution depends on its purpose
[24].

One-to-many multi-agent negotiation is a potential solution to
integrate the end-user and her subjective service acceptability into
the elasticity management. Nevertheless, in contrast to the case
of a SaaS or online provider where the goal is to maximize the
acceptability rate by reaching as much agreements as possible, the
majority of existing works in the literature of one-to-many negotia-
tions addresses a scenario where the seller seeks to �nd one atomic
agreement reached with one of the concurrent buyers. Furthermore,
most of these works assume a closed set of participants in which
the opponents of the single agent are known in advance before the
outset of the negotiation process. Moreover, in most of the existing
works, o�ers are sent and received in a synchronous manner. �ese
assumptions do not hold in today’s open cloud ecosystem where
hundreds of users may enter/leave the system every minute and
where the negotiation sessions are not synchronized. Section 6 pro-
vides further discussions about the related works in one-to-many
negotiations and their limitations.
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Figure 1: �e EMan architecture deployed in the cloud
ecosystem.

3 THE ELASTICITY MANAGEMENT
ARCHITECTURE (EMAN)

In this article we present a novel one-to-many negotiation mecha-
nism that meets the following objectives:

(1) Adaptive: whenever one of the business objectives of the
provider is violated (e.g. the targeted acceptability rate), the
mechanism enables the provider to adjust its negotiation
behavior in order to restore the desired level while still
maintaining other objectives (e.g. a budget limit).

(2) Open set of participants & Non Synchronous management:
to accommodate the dynamic & open nature of the cloud
ecosystem, the proposed mechanism allows user agents to
enter and leave the system whenever they desire. Further-
more, the negotiation process is non-synchronous. Some
negotiation sessions are already over, others are still on
going, and others have not started yet.

�e proposed mechanism is implemented in the EMan architec-
ture [24, 25]. �e la�er is multi-agent arhitecture for SaaS elasticity
management. EMan (Figure 1) follows the same architectural blue-
print discussed in Section 2.2 and shared by most of existing one-
to-many solutions in the literature. In the earlier version of EMan
[24, 25], users are represented by autonomous agents whose goal
is to maximize the QoE of their respective users. However, these
earlier versions do not include the adaptive mechanism proposed
in this article.

�is section introduces the types of agents involved in the EMan
architecture (Section 3.1), presents the bilateral negotiation process
(Section 3.2) and discusses the role assumed by the coordinator
(Section 3.3).

3.1 Agents
�e EMan architecture depicted in Figure 1 models the negotiation
taking place between a SaaS provider and its end-users or Service
Users (SU). �e negotiation between the SaaS providers and the
cloud providers is considered beyond the scope of this article. �e
EMan architecture contains three types of agents: service user
agents (denoted as sai ), delegate agents (denoted as dai ) and a

single coordinator (denoted ca). �e la�er two types represent the
provider. �ese agents are introduced in the following subsections
respectively.

3.1.1 Service User Agents. A service user agent participates in
the negotiation process on behalf of a service user. a sai has a
utility function Msai that encodes its preferences. Msai is used at
each cycle t to assess the utility of o�ers otdai received from the
corresponding delegate (see Section 3.2.1). If the service involves J
a�ributes, then Msai is de�ned as follows:

Msai (o
t
dai

) =

j=J∑
j=1

wsai , j · µsai ,atj (o
t
dai

[atj ]) (1)

Wherewsai ,atj is the weight associated with a�ribute atj to specify
how much importance this user gives to this a�ribute (these weights
should satisfy ∑J

j=1wsai ,atj = 1), otdai [atj ] is the value o�ered in
otdai

for the jth a�ribute (i.e. atj ), and µsai ,atj is the utility function
of this a�ribute. �is function is de�ned as follows:

µsai ,atj (o
t
dai

[atj ]) =
rvsai ,atj − o

t
dai

[atj ]
rvsai ,atj − pvsai ,atj

(2)

Where µsai ,atj (otdai [atj ]) ∈ [0, 1], and pvsai ,atj and rvsai ,atj are
respectively the preferred (i.e. best) and reservation (i.e. worst)
values of sai for this a�ribute 1. Note that, as has been con�rmed
by empirical studies, the user is capable of choosing the values of
pvsai ,atj , rvsai ,atj andwsai , j [25, 35, 48]. �erefore, sai can obtain
them from the user. However, these values are not divulged to the
provider.

In order to make an accept/reject decision, a sai relies on its
utility function and on its current Aspiration Rate (AR). ARtsai ex-
presses how much utility sai expects to obtain in this negotiation
cycle t . ARti ∈ [0, 1]. When ARti = 1.0, this means that ai expects
obtaining its preferred values for each a�ribute. On the other hand,
ARti = 0.0 indicates that the agent is ready to accept the worst
possible o�er. In order to reach agreements, sai makes concessions
by reducing its AR. All the sai follow a Time-Based Concession
strategy (TBC) [9]. �is assumption is quite common in the liter-
ature notably in works whose goals is to constuct a model of the
opponent behavior (c.f. [4]). �erefore, ∆ARtsai , the concession
made by sai for the cycle t , depends on the time le� before reaching
the deadline. It is computed as follows [39]:

∆ARtsai = ARt−1
sai ·

(
t

Tsai

)λsai
(3)

Where Tsai is the negotiation time deadline. λsai is a parameter
that controls the convexity degree of sai ’s concession curve . λsai
determines the behavior of sai (conciliatory, linear or conservative)
[39].

1As discussed in [24, 25], µsai ,atj may also be a logarithmic function derived from
the Weber-Fechner Law [44] and the logarithmic hypothesis [32]. However, the results
of the adpative mechanism discussed in this article hold for both linear µsai ,atj (as
in Equation 2) and logarithmic functions.
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3.1.2 Delegate Agents. Once a new user agent sai enters the
system, a new delegate dai is created and it enters a bilateral nego-
tiation session with sai .

Like sai , a dai has a utility function Mdai . However, the utility
of an o�er otsai from a delegate dai standpoint is determined by
the cost required to serve the o�er. Mdai is de�ned as follows:

Mdai (o
t
sai ) =

RC −Cost (Π(otsai ))

RC − PC
(4)

Where Π is used by the delegate to estimate the amount of resources
needed to serve a given o�er otsai , whereas Cost computes the cost
of the required resources. �us, Π(otsai ) estimates the resources
needed to realize otsai , Cost is the cost function, and Mdai ∈ [0, 1].
PC,RC are respectively the preferred (minimal) and the reservation
(maximal) cost of the delegate dai . �ese values are initialized by
the coordinator when dai is spawned. Note that the value of RC
is very important since it allows the provider to impose its budget
constraint i.e. the average cost spent on a user should not exceed
RC .

If the o�er is not accepted by dai , then it uses its negotiation
strategy to generate a counter-o�er. In order to reach agreements
with the sai , as for sai , dai use time-based concession strategy that
reduces its aspiration rate (AR). �e concession is computed as
follows: ∆ARtdai =

1
Tdai

. Where Tdai is the time deadline of the
delegate. It is initialized by the coordinator based on its business
knowledge. When dai reachesTdai , it does not quit the negotiation
process, it will just stop making more concessions.

�e EMan architecture contains a single coordinator agent, its
role and scope of intervention are discussed in Section 3.3 where
we explain the used coordination strategies.

3.2 SU-Delegate Bilateral Negotiation
In the EMan architecture, dai and sai do not have access to the
preferences and negotiation strategies of other agents. �erefore,
their negotiation behavior follows the negotiation decision function
[9] and it is determined by the utility function and negotiation
strategy. As for the coordinator, it is capable of manipulating the
negotiation strategies of the delegates if the adaptation mode is
active.

3.2.1 Negotiation Object. �e negotiated service is character-
ized by a set of J a�ributes s = 〈at1,at2, · · · ,at J 〉.

�e object oti is the o�er/counter-o�er exchanged during the
negotiation process at step t taking place between sai and dai .
It assigns a value vtk to each one of the a�ributes describing the
negotiated service: oti = 〈v

t
1 ,v

t
2 , · · ·v

t
J 〉.

�e negotiation between a dai and a sai is based on the alternate
o�er protocol [34]. When a sai receives an o�er it can either (i)
accept the o�er, (ii) propose a counter-o�er or (iii) quit the nego-
tiation process. Once an o�er is accepted by an agent, it cannot
renege it.

In order to accommodate the open and dynamic nature of the
cloud ecosystem, negotiation sessions in the EMan architecture
are non-synchronous i.e. some sessions will be already terminated
while other sessions will be still active or have not started yet.
For further information about the negotiation protocol and the
acceptance strategy please refer to [24, 25].

3.3 Coordination Strategies
�e coordinator, denoted as ca, is de�ned by the following tuple:

ca = 〈Π,Cost,Ωinit ial ,AcceptRate, Surplus〉 (5)
Where Π and Cost, are the performance model and the cost func-

tion introduced in Section 3.1. �e provider builds them based on
its business knowledge. Ωinit ial is the delegate initial negotiation
strategy and it is used to initialize delegates when they are spawned
by the ca. AcceptRate is the acceptance rate i.e. the percentage of
users who accepted the service to all users who entered the sys-
tem up till a given moment. Surplus is a variable where the ASP
accumulates all the surplus obtained from successful sessions.

In the EMan architecture, as long as the ASP business goals are
not violated (a coordinator intervention case detailed in Section 4),
delegates assume the bilateral negotiation with the sai in an au-
tonomous manner. Yet, delegates solicit the coordinator when a
negotiation session is terminated either successfully or unsuccess-
fully. �e following sections list these cases.

3.3.1 Successful Negotiation Session. When a delegatedai reaches
agreement with the corresponding sai , it noti�es the coordinator.
In order to estimate the acceptance rate, the coordinator keeps track
of successful negotiation sessions. Furthermore, when a session
is declared successful, the coordinator updates its Surplus variable
as follows: Surplus = Surplus + surplusi , where surplusi is the sur-
plus obtained from the successful negotiation session i . surplusi is
computed as follows:

surplusi = RC −Cost (Π(ôi )) (6)
Where RC is the reservation cost of the delegates. ôi is the accepted
o�er, and Cost (Π(ôi )) is the cost to be paid by the ASP to satisfy
this o�er. �us, the di�erence between the actual cost and the
reservation (maximum) cost is considered as surplus.

3.3.2 Failed Negotiation Session. Whenever a delegate dai ob-
serves that the corresponding sai has le� the negotiation session,
dai noti�es the coordinator. �e la�er updates the AcceptRate vari-
able in order to ascertain that the targeted acceptance rate (e.g. 95%
of users) is met. Otherwise, the coordinator triggers the adaptation
process. �is process is detailed in the next section.

�is section o�ered an overview the EMan architecture pro-
posed in [24, 25]. We are aware that the negotiation protocols and
strategies presented above can be exploitable. However this issue
is beyond the scope of this article. We consider this issue to be of
lesser importance for the following reason: the negotiation in cloud
ecosystem have a strong integrative component since the resources
o�ered by the cloud appear to be unlimited (i.e. expendable pie
negotiation c.f. [43]). �erefore, instead of exploiting the users’ ne-
gotiation strategies and force them into making he�y concessions,
the provider is more likely to seek win-win se�lements allowing
to maximize the acceptability rate while meeting its budget con-
straints.

�e following section details the adaptive algorithm proposed
in this current work.

4 ADAPTIVE NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
�is section details the adaptive algorithm. In order to estimate
the current acceptance rate at any given time t , the provider relies
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on a quantile estimation algorithm presented in Section 4.1. If the
targeted acceptance rate is violated, the coordinator activates the
adaptive mode. With this mode active, a delegate dai has to analyze
the behavior of its opponent sai , learn a model of its negotiation
strategy in order to estimate its negotiation time deadline ¯Tsai , and
send this estimation to the coordinator (explained in Section 4.2).
�e la�er chooses the high-priority sessions (based on their time
deadlines) and adjust their negotiation strategies while respecting
its budget constraints (Section 4.3).

4.1 Triggering �e Adaptation Mechanism
�antiles and percentiles are values that partition a �nite set of
values into q subsets of (nearly) equal sizes. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, the literature on QoE and user satisfaction recommend
providers to rely on quantiles and percentiles as more accurate
measures (compared with MOS) to gauge user acceptability of the
service [12].

Whenever session i is terminated, the coordinator is noti�ed by
dai about the outcome of this session. Using these data, the coor-
dinator runs a quantile estimation algorithm to detect the current
service acceptability rate.

Let Q the quantile/percantile estimation function. Let R be the
dataset containing the outcomes of the terminated sessions. R can
contain either 0’s, for failed sessions, or 1’s for successful sessions.
If the coordinator seeks to ensure that β percent of users who re-
quested the service so far have had a successful negotiation session
(hereby accepting the proposed service quality), the coordinator
needs to verify that the (100 − β + 1)th percentile equals 1:

Q (R, 100 − β + 1) = 1 (7)

As long as this condition holds, the coordinator has no need to
intervene into the negotiation process. To calculateQ we rely on [6]
where the authors develop an algorithm for e�ective computation
of quantiles over data streams.

Once the condition in Equation 7 is violated, the coordinator
triggers the adaptation mechanism by commanding all working
delegates to activate their adaptive mode. Furthermore, when the
coordinator spawns new delegates they will have this mode active
as well.

Note that the coordinator continues to evaluate Equation 7 even
a�er the activation of the adaptive mode. Next section details the
delegate’s role a�er the activation of the adaptive mode.

4.2 Opponent Learning and Modeling
Algorithm

4.2.1 Opponent Concession Estimation. Even when the adaptive
mode is not active, when a delegate dai receives an o�er otsai at
cycle t from the corresponding sai it estimates the concession made
by sai by comparing otsai with ot−1

sai the previous o�er made by sai .
Since dai does not have access to sai preferences or utility function
Msai , it cannot calculate the real concession made by sai . Instead,
it relies on its own utility function to estimate the concession made
by sai by assuming that a concession made by sai is synonymous
with a utility gain for dai . �us, ctsai , the estimated concession
made by sai at the negotiation cycle t is de�ned as:

ctsai = Mdai (o
t
sai ) −Mdai (o

t−1
sai ) (8)
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Figure 2: ∆ARtsai , the real concession made by sai in blue
compared with ctsai dai ’s estimation of the same concession
(in red).

To learn sai concession behavior, dai keeps track of sai concessions
during the negotiation session. Figure 2 compares ∆ARtsai the real
concessions made by sai (in blue) with ctsai , dai ’s estimation of
the same concession (in red). In this example, Tsai = 80 cycles
and λsai = 3.0. As can be seen from the �gure, although the red
curve is noisy (because it is estimated using dai utility function and
then normalized), it seems to provide an adequate estimation of
sai concession since the main goal is to learn Tsai , the negotiation
time deadline of sai .

4.2.2 Opponent Model Learning. If the adaptation mode is ac-
tive, the concession data collected in Section 4.2.1 should be used
to establish a model of sai concession behavior and infer Tsai , its
negotiation time deadline. �is can be achieved, as has been shown
in the literature [4], using non-linear regression assuming that all
users follow a time-based concession de�ned by Equation 3. Yet,
unlike the predominantly one-to-one existing works in the litera-
ture [4] where learning the negotiation model of the opponent is
done and corrected each cycle once a new concession is made (c.f.
Section 6), in the one-to-many negotiation se�ings addressed by
this article such an approach is not practical for scalability reasons
since hundreds or thousands of users may be negotiating with the
provider simultaneously. Furthermore, if the provider runs dele-
gates’ learning algorithms on resources rented from the cloud, this
may increase the costs considerably.

For this reason, in the proposed solution a delegate can run the
non-linear regression algorithm only once. �e next decision is
to determine when a delegate should do so. On the one hand, if a
delegate launches this process too early in the negotiation session,
the regression process will have only few input points. On the other
hand, if the delegate waits too long, the corresponding user risks
to reach its time deadline and quit the negotiation process.

All sai follow time-based concession strategy in which the rate
of concession sai slows down when sai has already made most of
the concessions it was going to make. �erefore, regardless of the
type of sai (conservative or linear, c.f. Equation 3) and of its actual
time deadline Tsai , when the rate of change (or the derivative) of
dai ’s estimation of sai concession decays signi�cantly into negative
values, this means that sai has made most of its concessions and
that, for the rest of the negotiation session before sai reaches its
Tsai , sai will stop making considerable concessions. �us, if dai
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Figure 3: A smoothed version ctsai (solid line) and its deriva-
tive (dashed line).

launches its non-linear regression at this stage, it will have the most
of useful data points.

Figure 3 superimposes dai ’s estimate of the concession made by
sai (red solid line) with its �rst derivative (red dashed line). �e sai
in this �gure is exactly the same of Figure 2, but we used a Savitzky-
Golay �lter [36] to smooth the curve and �lter out the noise. To
calculate the rate of change of the concessions, we calculate the
derivative and we smooth the result using the a variant of the same
�lter.

�e non-linear regression algorithm takes the negotiation cy-
cle (t ) and the estimated concession (ctsai ) as input variables and
outputs an estimated values of the ¯Tsai and ¯λsai parameters. �en,
based on ¯Tsai , dai computes r̄i = ¯Tsai − t the estimated number
of cycles remaining in session i . As long as the session i is not
terminated, dai updates r̄i every cycle and sends it repeatedly to
the coordinator.

4.3 Negotiation Adaptation
As was explained in the previous section, the coordinator receives
r̄i from all negotiation sessions i whose delegate dai considers that
sai is approaching its time deadline and deserves to be prioritized.
�ese estimations r̄i are stored in the priority list which is continu-
ously sorted in ascending manner (a session whose time deadline
is estimated to be sooner will be in the top of the list).

Note that since negotiation sessions are non-synchronized, the
coordinator (ca) has to repeat the sorting whenever it receives a new
estimation from a delegate dai . Furthermore, whenever a session
is terminated either successfully or not, ca removes its record from
the priority list.

�us, in the priority list sessions are sorted from highest to lowest
priorities. Now ca must decide how many of these priority sessions
should receive a preferential treatment. To do so, the coordinator
undertakes this process as follows:

(1) Estimate the current acceptability rate (using the quantile
estimation function as discussed in Section 4.1). �en com-
pute the di�erence between the desired acceptability rate
and its actual current value.

(2) Estimate p the number of successful sessions required to
restore the desired rate and choose the �rst p sessions from
the priority list and adjust their negotiation strategies to
encourage them accept the service.

When the negotiation strategy of a delegate dai is adjusted, dai
retains the a time-based concession strategy de�ned in Section 3.1.2.
Yet, with the following modi�cations.

First, the negotiation time deadline of dai becomes r̄i instead
of Tdai . Second, the reservation cost of dai is increased by value
denoted as RcPrio. RcPrio is computed by dividing the surplus
available in Surplus among all the prioritized sessions. Note that
delegates cannot get more than a RcPriomax considered as the
maximum value for prioritized sessions. �us, the provider ensures
the satisfaction of its budget constraints. �ird, the preferred cost
of dai is changed to the cost of the last o�er it has made. ARtdai is
restored to 1.

�is section presented the opponent modeling and the negotia-
tion adaptation processes. Next section presents the experimental
evaluation.

5 EVALUATION
To evaluate the adaptive mechanism, we implement it in the EMan
architecture ([24, 25]). �e la�er is a multi-agent architecture for
SaaS elasticity management implemented using Repast Simphony
[29], a multi-agent simulation environment. �e evaluation is or-
ganized into three experiments. �e �rst experiment (Section 5.2)
aims at evaluating the adaptation algorithm. �e second experiment
(Section 5.3) examines the impact of the workload applied to the
provider (i.e. the number of user entering the system per minute)
on the acceptability rate. �e third experiment (Section 5.4), eval-
uates the overhead of the negotiation/coordination mechanisms.
Before discussing these experiments, next section presents their
parameters.

5.1 Experiments Parameters
�e total number of users entering the system is denoted as |SU |.
In the following experiments, |SU | = 10000 users. Users enter
the simulation following a Poisson random process whose mean
value is A per minute. �e service in the experimental scenario
involves two a�ributes: one is the service delivery time while the
other represents the service quality. �e user pro�les (reservation,
preferred values and weights for each a�ributes) are generated
randomly. �e negotiation time deadlines of sai are generated ran-
domly Tsai ∈ [40 : 120], and λsai ∈ [1 : 8] (i.e. users can be linear
or conservative). �e cost of services acceptable by users ranges
from 0.1 $ to 0.9$. RC , delegate reservation cost (the maximum cost
allocated to a non-prioritized user) is set to 0.60$. �is parameter
represents the provider’s budget constraints. �erefore, without
the adaptation mode, approximately a quarter of users will not ac-
cept the service since RC cannot satisfy their least expected service.
RcPriomax = RC/2. �erefore, when a user sai is prioritized, the
RC of the respective delegate (dai ) is at most increased by RC/2.
Goal is the percentage of users that the provider seeks to satisfy.
Its impact is evaluated in the next subsection. Note that the results
discussed below remain valid even when the values of the param-
eters above (e.g. RC , RcPriomax , etc.) are changed. Furthermore,
we obtained similar results when user a�ribute utility function is
a logarithmic function derived from the logarithmic hypothesis
[25, 32].
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Figure 4: Acceptance Rate with A = 160.

Table 1: �e impact of the workload parameter A.

A = 20 40 80 160 320 640 1280 2500
Adaptation 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 94.9% 94.7% 93.3%

No-Adaptation 77% 77% 77% 77% 77% 77% 77% 77%

5.2 Evaluating �e Adaptation Mechanism
Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment. �e blue curve draws
the acceptance rate when the Goal = 95%. As can be seen from
the �gure, at the outset of the simulation, the value of the accep-
tance rate oscillated before ge�ing stabilized on the goal value
(Goal = 95%). �e red and the brown curves, that plot the accep-
tance rate when Goal = 90% and Goal = 85%, show similar results.
To compare the results of the adaptation mechanism, the black
curve plots the acceptance rate when the mechanism is deactivated.

As can be seen from the results, the adaptation mechanism man-
aged to restore the acceptance rate to the prede�ned дoal in a pre-
cise manner. �is is explained by fact that the prediction algorithm
discussed in Section 4.2 managed to predict the user negotiation
deadline Tsai with acceptable precision. �e average error rate
between the prediction ¯Tsai and the real value Tsai is about 6.0
cycles which means a delegate dai overestimates/underestimates
Tsai by three negotiation cycles on average.

Intuitively, the service acceptability rate achieved by the predic-
tion algorithm comes with more cost invested per user. However,
this increase does not violate the provider budget constraint: the av-
erage costs per user were 0.55 $, 0.52$, 0.5$ and 0.44$ forGoal = 95%,
Goal = 90%, Goal = 85% and non-adaptive respectively. �us, the
budget constraint of the provider (i.e. average cost per user does
not exceed RC=0.6 $) was satis�ed because the provider relies on
Surplus to serve prioritized users.

5.3 �e Impact of �eWorkload A
�is experiment studies the impact of A, the workload applied to
the system, on the acceptance rate in order to evaluate the elasticity
of the adaptation mechanism.
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Figure 5: Acceptance rate (Goal=95% and A = 1280).

Table 1 shows the acceptance rate, at the end of the simulation,
when the Goal = 95% 2 and with A increasing from 20 to 2500
users per minute. As can be seen from the table, the mechanism
proved to be highly elastic. When A ∈ [20 : 320] the acceptance
rate does not change as A increases. However, When A increases to
higher values (640 to 2500) the acceptance rate witnesses a slight
decrease. However, even with very high A, the results achieved
by the adaptation mechanism remain very close to the goal. �is
decrease is explained as follows: the adaptation algorithm is reactive
and the coordinator can only assess the acceptance rate each time
a session terminates successfully or unsuccessfully. �us, when
A is too high, a signi�cant number of sessions may fail in the
same simulation tick and the adaptation algorithm executed by the
coordinator su�ers from a slight delay and becomes a bit short from
meeting the prede�ned goal (Goal = 95%) as can be seen from the
table. Yet, this result should be taken relatively for the following
reason:
|SU | the total number of users in the simulation in�uence the

elasticity threshold of the adaptation mechanism. For instance,
when |SU | = 10000 and A = 2500, users enter the architecture
in 4 massive waves each carrying roughly a quarter of the total
number of users. �us, the coordinator does not have enough time
restore the acceptance rate to (Goal = 95%). Figure 5 shows how
the adaptation mechanism reacts to a drop in acceptance rate when
A = 1280. �e coordinator manages to restore the value of the
prede�ned goal (Goal = 95%). Yet, a new sudden drop occurs with
the new wave of users and the simulation is terminated. Note that
in real life scenario, when |SU | = ∞, the coordinator will be always
able to restore the acceptance rate into its goal value even with a
signi�cant A.

5.4 Coordination & Negotiation Overhead
To assess the overhead introduced by the coordination and the
negotiation mechanisms we count the number of the messages
exchanged to undertake interventions of the coordinator and the
number of messages exchanged in bilateral negotiation sessions
respectively.

Without the adaptive mechanism, the coordinator is solicited
only once per session to get the result of the session (success/failure).
With the adaptive mechanism, the number of messages exchanged
between delegates and the coordinator increases about 50%. We
2We conducted the same experiment with di�erent values ofGoal ∈ {92%, 90%, etc.}
and obtained similar results.
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consider this increase to be not signi�cant for the following couple
of reasons. First, even with the adaptive mechanism, the tasks
assumed by the coordinator are lightweight as has been discussed
in Sections 3.3, 4.1 and 4.3. Second, since it is likely that the SaaS
runs both the delegates and the coordinator on the same cloud
data-center, the cost of communication between them is negligible.

As for the number of negotiation messages, the result show that
they witness a slight decrease (≈ 7%) when the adaptive mechanism
is active since the la�er helps reaching agreements faster.

6 RELATEDWORKS
�is section discusses related works addressing adaption and learn-
ing in multi-agent negotiation (Section 6.1) as well as related works
in the domain of one-to-many negotiation Section 6.2.

6.1 Learning Opponent Negotiation Model
Learning and modeling negotiation behavior of the opponent is a
mature body of research [4]. �e model of the opponent typically
used to help an agent adapt to its opponent behavior, reach win-
win se�lements, or minimize the negotiation cost. Various learning
techniques are used in the literature. Some works learn the ac-
ceptance strategy of the opponent or its preference pro�le. More
importantly, learning the opponent time deadline has received con-
siderable a�ention. In particular, some of these works use Bayesian
learning techniques [16], while others use non-linear regression
([13]) or use both. Nevertheless, all these works address bilateral ne-
gotiation, a choice not applicable for elasticity management where
the SaaS provider seeks to maximize the service acceptability rate.

6.2 One-to-many Negotiation
Despite the relatively rich literature of one-to-many negotiations,
the goal of most of these works, typically modeling negotiations
place between a buyer and numerous competing sellers, is to �nd
a single (i.e. atomic) agreement that maximizes the buyer’s utility
whereas other, less bene�cial, sessions are aborted [3, 20, 28, 31,
41, 46]. Furthermore, existing negotiation and coordination mecha-
nisms (e.g. [20, 28, 31]) are predominantly (i) closed: participants
are identi�ed before the outset of the negotiation process, and (ii)
synchronous: the coordinator needs to receive all the o�ers from
buyers before making its analysis and commanding delegates to
send new o�ers. �erefore, these solutions cannot accommodate
the agile nature of the cloud ecosystem where thousands of SUs
may surge the service portal.

Recent works in the domain of service composition use one-to-
many negotiation to reach composite agreements with more than
one (maybe all) sellers of atomic services (e.g [21, 22, 33]) for the
sake of bundling a composite service. In [33], the authors propose a
one-to-many negotiation mechanism that redistributes the surplus
obtained from successful negotiation sessions to ongoing nego-
tiation sessions to increase their chances of success. In [21, 22]
Mansour et al. develop a more sophisticated approach that adapts
delegates reservation values for a�ributes shared among multiple
sessions. Nevertheless, these works assume closed set of atomic
sellers all known before the outset of the negotiation.

One-to-many negotiation has been used in the domain of cloud
computing. �e authors in [2] develop a negotiation-based ap-
proach to handle resource allocation in cloud computing. However,
a provider accepts an o�er if and only if it can gain some immediate
payo� by accepting the o�er. For this reason, user acceptability rate
is not taken into account and no adaptive mechanism is proposed.
Siebenhaar et al. [38] develop a mechanism for concurrent SLA
negotiation in cloud-based systems. �is work supports composite
negotiation. Yet, the work’s main contribution seems to be focused
on the protocol. �erefore, it does not provide a mechanism to
represent user acceptability nor it o�ers a solution to adjust the
delegate negotiation behaviors to account for the objectives of the
provider.

In our earlier work [24, 25], we proposed EMan an multi-agent
architecture for SaaS elasticity management. EMan uses one-to-
many negotiation allowing the SaaS to negotiate simultaneously
with multiple users. Each user is represented by a user agent sai
that seeks to satisfy its preferences and expectations and maximize
its QoE. However, those earlier versions of EMan did not allow
for adaptive negotiation to improve the acceptability rate of the
service.

7 CONCLUSIONS & FUTUREWORKS
�is paper presented an adaptive one-to-many negotiation mecha-
nism designed to improve the acceptability rate of a SaaS provider
while meeting its budget constraints. �e proposed approach en-
dows the provider with a �ne-grained control of the desired accept-
ability rate. Furthermore, as has been shown the results, with the
proposed solution the SaaS provider is capable to cope with the
dynamic & open nature of the cloud ecosystem and to respond to
load spikes in an adequate manner.

Our future research work will be directed towards giving the
provider a �ner-grained control over the level of user satisfaction
it seeks to a�ain. In particular, the provider should be able to
ensure that a prede�ned percentage of users consider the service
to be Good or Be�er [12]. Several reports of the ITU [15] and the
ETSI [8] recommend moving in this direction (c.f. [12]). However,
most of the existing works adopt a provider-centric approach based
on the MOS [12]. Our future research works will address this
issue. �is requires upgrades in the user modeling algorithm and
the resulting adaptation mechanism. Another work in progress is
allowing service user agents sai to use negotiation strategies other
than time-based concessions (TBC).
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